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Annaïk Lou Pitteloud (*1980, Lausanne, CH) lives and works between Bern, CH, and Brussels, BE.

Annaïk Lou Pitteloud’s work makes use of different media to direct the viewer’s attention to the invisible 

components of image-construction, the exhibition space and the creative process itself. 

Pitteloud’s pared-down vocabulary raises critical questions to do with social issues, while challenging the art 

world’s mechanisms and its codes of perception, transmission and presentation. 

Her practice oscillates between long-term procedures, site-specific installations, and small gestures or ob-

jects considered as studio pieces.

2002- 2005, studies at Bern University of the Arts (BUA), CH. 

2010- 2011, follows a residency at the Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten, Amsterdam, NL.

Her work has been presented amongst others in: Riga Biennial (2018); Musée cantonal des Beaux-Arts 

Lausanne (2016); Kunstmuseum St. Gallen (2015); Museo cantonale d’Arte Lugano (2014); Kunsthalle Bern 

(2013); Witte de With Centrum voor Hedendaagse Kunst Rotterdam (2012); Moscow Biennial (2012); Shang-

hai Biennial (2012); and has been rewarded by different prizes: Prix culturel Manor Vaud (2016), ZBK Kunst-

preis (2012), Prix culturel Vaudois (2008), Swiss Art Awards (2006 and 2007). 

Link to the website, complete CV, and list of publications:

www.annaikloupitteloud.com



ON / OFF
2018
Inkjet print on laminated adhesive PVC, 117.1 × 11cm , on T8-D LED Osram neon, cool white-4000k, 16.2 W, 120 × 2.6 cm

Exhibition views: 2018, 20, EAC Les Halles, Porrentruy, CH, edition realised for the 20 years anniversary of the exhibi-
tion space, curated by Emilie Guenat



Consensus
2018
Worked metals
Dimensions variable

This work has been conceived for the Parliament Building in Bern. It is installed in the corridor giving access to the 
stands of the National Council chamber, which is the only public area of the building.
It consists in five metallic titles, translated in the national languages and in English, that underline the five windows 
punctuating this passageway. Each title starts with a variation of the word ‘consensus’, or: Conciliation, Convention, 
Compromise, Transaction and Connivance. 

These five words are followed by their material description, for instance: Compromise, Helvetica cast in 850g of gold 
from South Africa. 

The provenances of the different metals used refer to the five continents and their link to Swiss history, as well as to the 
leading role of Switzerland in the raw materials trade.

The sizes of the titles vary in dimension in order to represent their different commercial values.
Two title cards symmetrically installed at the two ends of the hallway give information about the routes followed to 
obtain the different metals.

On one side of this corridor, doors giving access to the public stands are topped with metal letters specifying their 
destination, that is to say the closed space of deliberations. On the other side the windows underlined by metallic titles 
give them an abstract replica directed towards the outside world.

Elevation and plan: Marina Hokari

Plan
Scale 1:200 - A3
0   1        5             10

Legend
A: Location of title card 1, B = Hallway, C = Location of title card 2
1: Title 1, Conciliation, Helvetica cast in 1754 g of copper from Chile
2: Title 2, Convention, Helvetica cast in 1105 g of silver from China
3: Title 3, Compromise, Helvetica cast in 850 g of gold from South Africa
4:  Title 4, Transaction, Helvetica cast in 1829 g of nickel from Australia
5: Title 5, Connivance, Helvetica cast in 1448 g of platin from the United States of America
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Consensus
2018
Worked metals
Dimensions variable

Exhibition views: 2018, Consensus, Parliament Building, Bern, CH
Photographic credits: David Aebi
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Details: 2018, Consensus, Parliament Building, Bern, CH
Photographic credits: David Aebi
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Details: 2018, Consensus, Parliament Building, Bern, CH
Photographic credits: David Aebi
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Title card detail: 2018, Consensus, Parliament Building, Bern, CH
Photographic credits: David Aebi



Neo-Logos
2018
Set of four neons in CMYK colours
C: 100 × 636.686 cm / M: 100 × 1198.21 cm / Y: 100 × 909.196 cm / K: 100 × 1184.969 cm

ELITOPIA, GLAMOGLOBALITY, NARCYNICISM and INTROSPECULATION: four neon create a set of neologisms. They 
are shaped in Helvetica, a Swiss typeface developed in the late 1950’s, that is one of the most used fonts in the world.
Lit in Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black, this neon series appropriates the colour spectrum known as CMYK, a colorimet-
ric system used for printing and, as such, relate to the idea of mass distribution. 

In this new vocabulary, the elite become a utopia. The -topos, a location, paradisiacal and unknown on the one hand, 
but on the other a rhetorical arsenal for the speaker in need of adhesion to establish the happy-few as argument for a 
‘raison d’être’. In the word glamoglobality, the jet set becomes an attitude that projects class tourism as a world vision. 
In narcynicism, the egotistical self employs cynicism as a philosophy to legitimate the individual benefit above any type 
of solidarity. And finally, in introspeculation this self becomes an asset to speculate on, introspection as a potential of 
profiling and profit.

These terms may not yet have entered the dictionary, but they nevertheless describe the ambiance of an epoch with 
accuracy. They define an atmosphere not only specific to the art world but also to the broader contexts of politics and 
economy. Moreover, they address the speculations of the artist as a producer and the expectations of the viewer as a 
co-producer of the artwork, when every action or production is analysed in term of marketing.

Exhibition views: 2018, Everything Was Forever, Until It Was No More, Old Faculty of Biology, Biennial of Contemporary 
Art (RIBOCA 1), Riga, LV
Photographic credits: Ivan Erofeev
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Neo-Logos
2017
Set of four neons in CMYK colours
C: 8 × 53 cm / M: 8 × 112 cm / Y: 8 × 82 cm / K: 8 × 119 cm

Exhibition views: 2017, Art Brussels, Barbara Seiler Gallery, Brussels, BE
Photographic credits: Justin Meekel



Document    Index X
2017
Hygenic bag from Kunsthalle Bern
Frame 59,4 × 42 cm

Exhibition views: 2017, LIBRE / OCCUPÉ, EAC Les Halles, Porrentruy, CH
Photographic credits: Philippe Queloz



Tune
2017
Pièce de cinq francs suisse insérée dans une table de l’espace d’exposition
Table: Ø 80 × 77 cm / Ø 31,45 mm / Pièce: épaisseur 2,30 mm

Exhibition views: 2017, LIBRE / OCCUPÉ, EAC Les Halles, Porrentruy, CH
Photographic credits: Philippe Queloz



Portrait au miroir 
2017 
Cigarette

Exhibition views: 2017, (un)specifics, Marion De Canière Art Space, Antwerp, BE



LOCATION ITINERARY MOVEMENT   Index VII
2017
Pencil in RGB colours on 90gr A4 tracing paper
Frame 59.4 x 42cm



USED   Index VIII 
2017 
Barcode sticker 
Frame 42 × 29.7 cm



Consciousness (an Estimate) 
2017 
Plaster hemisphere 
Ø 18 cm

Exhibition views: 2017, (un)specifics, Marion De Canière Art Space, Antwerp, BE



The Piece Outside
2016
Two panels open in the glass roof overhanging the room
Four windows open in the roof overhanging the glass roof
Daylight until eventide

Exhibition views: 2016, The Piece Outside, Musée cantonal des Beaux-arts, (MCBA), Lausanne, CH
Photographic credits: Nora Rupp
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Exhibition views: 2016, The Piece Outside, Musée cantonal des Beaux-arts, (MCBA), Lausanne, CH
Photographic credits: Nora Rupp



and what and how and where and if and 
2015
With Steve Van den Bosch 
Sound produced by a pair of tailor-made trousers
Face fabric: 63% wool, 34% silk, 3% elastane / Lining: 100% cotton / blackboard paint

Exhibition views: 2015, Monologue for an interior, Barbara Seiler Gallery, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger

This work is an ephemeral rhythmic sound, produced by the movements of the gallerist wearing a pair of trousers that 
was designed and created in collaboration with Andrea Kränzlin (*1975, Baden, CH), fashion and costume designer. 

The typical hiss that is unintentionally produced by the friction of two trouser legs touching is a sound that is usually 
filtered out or ignored. It is a by-product that is part of an underlying gray zone that comprises all those sounds we 
know are there but that we do not consider to be communication. Nevertheless, there can sometimes be a surprisingly 
striking resemblance to whispered language, which invites us to speculate on possible meanings that are ungraspable, 
constantly shifting and being erased, since they remain without context or reference, except for in the subconscious. It 
is this phenomenon that the artists focused on as the central concept for the exhibition. 

For the work, the gallerist is asked to research the register of possible sounds and rhythms of the garment by atten-
tively moving through the exhibition space whenever there is a visitor, in a continuous rehearsal. By walking, the sound 
activates the silence of the exhibition space by softly cutting through it; regularly inserting brief moments of light ir-
regular static, letting the silence regenerate and close itself again between those moments of movement and after one 
stops walking altogether. 

The sound, generally referred to as a “hissing”, bears resemblance to the utterance globally used to plea for silence: 
sssshhh. Yet the title, and what and how and where and if and, functions as a phonetic mould for any sentence imag-
ined by both the gallerist and the visitor in an intimate loop of associations. 

The garment is the instrument to produce the work with. The slightly amplified and diversified hiss was gradually de-
veloped by constantly altering the original form of a tailor-made pair of elegant and businesslike trousers. The visibility 
of the complex construction between the two pant legs was reduced by using black fabric, the indispensible, versatile, 
and stereotypical staple in the wardrobes of those operating in the art system and in the backstage. During Monologue 
for an Interior, the gallerist will literally be the carrier, the motor of the work, using the exhibition space as an amplifier 
for whispered considerations.
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Details: 2015, Monologue for an interior, Barbara Seiler Gallery, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger
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The Hole
2015
Silkscreen print on acrylic glass
Seventeen plates of 120 × 100 × 0.6 cm each
Stainless steel frame 124 × 108 × 983.6 cm

Letters are held by a structure as much as they support it, thus giving a sculptural image of language.
They spell: A HOLE IN THE PICTURE. A sentence that refers to the unavoidable fact that any image that is perceived 
includes the absence of the very viewer.

Exhibition views: 2015, Working Title, Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, St. Gallen, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Rohnec



Object Relations
2015
Diptych of Lambda prints
Aluminium frames 120 × 85.4 cm each

A forensic photographer documents its measuring tools and organises them into two compositions.
These images are extended in their mat on which are reproduced the data required for their printing (crop marks, colours 
and greys intensity charts).
To this is added a label consisting of five phases: the shooting of the photographs, the digital archiving of the data of the 
photographs, the processing of these data, the printing of these data, and the indexing of these data in an art termino-
logy.
A scale allows setting the difference between the actual size of the represented objects and their size in the represen-
tation.
This gap refers to the function of the documented objects that are designed to deal with the geometric aberrations 
produced by the camera lens and with the metric perception gaps or distortions that any photographic interpretation 
produces.
These instruments thus mediate between this primary object that reality is and its representation, this by paradoxically 
trying to cancel the very medium they are designed for, naming photography.

Images and detail



Call-Artist (Model for an Arm Extension)
2015
Lacquered MDF
Architectural model in metric scale 1:50 enlarged to size 1:1

This work is based on a joke by Ad Reinhardt published in the book Art as Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt, 
University of California Press, 1991.
It goes as such:
“Artists who get “the call:” Call-artists.”

Exhibition view: 2015 , Working Title, Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, St. Gallen, CH
Photographic credits Stefan Rohner



Rational Intuition
2015
Adjustable tool
Dimensions variable

A telescopic aluminium pole has two blocks of pressed pastel fixed at its extremities: a blue and a red one.
This pole can be adjusted to the height of the exhibition space in order to create a diagonal which blue end presses 
against the ceiling while its red end rests on the floor. 
By holding the pole in the middle and turning it around its median axis, the two colour blocks simultaneously mark the 
opposite surfaces of the space, leaving ring-shaped traces on the bottom and top of the room.
Once the markings have been made, the pole is put down on the floor, along a wall of the exhibition space.

This object functions as a tool designed to mark the space by ascribing two specific colours to opposing areas. As a 
result, it automatically positions the maker of these markings at the centre of a divided micro cosmos where the ceiling 
is marked blue and the floor is marked red. This function of demarcation implements a division of the space that creates 
antagonistic categories: blue versus red; up versus down.

Providing such categories with content necessitates the application of language, at first based on elemental contradic-
tions such as: yes versus no; right versus wrong; good versus bad; high versus low; top versus bottom or, more symboli-
cally, sky versus earth. 
Yet these elemental antinomies suggest other, more specific ones: Space versus Time; Content versus Form; Result 
versus Process; Exhibition versus Studio; Work versus Idleness; Knowledge versus Ignorance; Complexity versus Sim-
plicity; Seriousness versus Humour; Theory versus Practice; Rationality versus Intuition and so on. 

Exhibition views: 2015, Working Title, Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, St. Gallen, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Rohner



all the places I no longer have access to 
2015
Exponential set of keys 
Varnished steel hook 99.5 × 7 cm,  Ø1 cm

A set of worn keys is suspended at pocket height to a hook fixed in the floor of the exhibition space.

Exhibition views: 2015, H x L x D, Piano Nobile, Geneva, CH, curated by Marie-Eve Knoerle
Photographic credits: Mauve Serra



Gegenläufer
2015
Läufer PLAST-0120 Radiergummi, 1,2 × 6,2 × 2,1 cm
Masse variabel

The brand Läufer is represented by the logo of a stick man that runs in a counter chronological direction. 
The title of this piece uses this brand to create a neologism combining the name Läufer (runner), to the expression 
‘Gegen den Strom schwimmen’ (swimming against the current), to obtain a name that could be translated as ‘counter-
runner’ or ‘runner of counter current’.

Exhibition views: 2015, H x L x P,  Piano Nobile, Geneva, CH
Photographic credits: Mauve Serra



Title List   (Edition III)
2015
Helvetica, Inkjet print on 160 g A4 copy paper 
Numbered and signed handout (FR ED 200)
Numbered and signed handout (EN ED 100)

A numbered and signed edition of a title list is at the disposal of the viewers and lists itself as the first piece introducing 
the exhibition.

Exhibition view: 2015 , H x L x P / H x L x D, Piano Nobile, Geneva, CH
Photographic credits: Mauve Serra
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Title List   (Edition IV)
2015
Areal Grotesque Regular, 12 pt, 10 pt, 9 pt
Laser print on 80 g A4 copy paper
Numbered and signed handout
Edition of 500 (Ger.) / 250 (Eng.)

Exhibition views: 2015, Working Title, Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, St. Gallen, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Rohner



Annaïk Lou Pitteloud (*1980 in Lausanne, lebt und arbeitet in Antwerpen)
Werkschildchen, 2015
Helvetica, 11pt. / 12pt.
Inkjet auf Papier auf Museumkarton
9.2 × 12.7 × 0.1 cm
I/II (Edition von 5 + 2 A.P.)
Courtesy die Künstlerin und Barbara Seiler Gallery

Among the title cards of an exhibition, one describes its own artistry.
The terminological standards that underlie the construction of this innocuous object take a prominent place and the 
indexation of the work becomes the piece. 
This title card creates a notch in the space, a tiny black hole that sucks the entire exhibition and turns it right side out, 
to place its implicit textual structure in the forefront.

2015, Bern Baby Bern, Kunstmuseum Thun, Thun, CH
Photographic credits: David Aebi



Exercise in the Present State 
(Schema to be applied to two contiguous spaces whose dimensions have some ratio of similarity)
2014
PVC floor-marking tapes in CMYK colours
1st Room: 1180 (length) × 240 (width) × 230 cm (height)
2nd Room: 2360 (length) × 438 (width) × 222 cm (height)

As revealed by the title, this work unfolds in two contiguous exhibition rooms.
It is articulated as a reading of the space on four levels: A, B, C and D.
These four levels are represented by strips of tape usually used to mark floors in public spaces (airports, car parks, 
factories, etc.).
Level A is cyan, Level B magenta, Level C yellow and level D black. 
Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black constitute the CMYK spectrum, a colorimetric system used in printing.
These strips of tape are applied to the walls, floors and ceilings of the two rooms and accompanied by labels.

These labels lead the viewer through the four levels of reading of the space. Each level is apprehended under three 
different aspects.
The first aspect, visualisation, refers to basic geometry and delineates the space in terms of straight line, surface area 
and volume.
The second aspect transposes this geometry onto a system of representation that materialises the straight line as a 
standard tool, the surface area as a plan and the volume as a model.
The third aspect expresses these considerations in terms of political power divided ternarily: executive, judicial and 
legislative power.

The First Room, 1, goes through three levels of reading, 1A, 1B and 1C. Once loaded with this information, the First 
Room functions as a theoretical tool that visualizes political power.
This tool is then transferred to the Second Room where it is made ready for its functionality to be tested.
The standard tool that is executive power becomes a government, judicial power is put in relation with a partisan base 
and legislative power finds itself within a citizen base.
Thus, in the Second Room, levels 2A, 2B and 2C study the relationship between power and the reality of its exercise.

Level D, black, finally intervenes in the Second Room. D represents the volume of difference between the First and the 
Second Room (2-1).  It visualizes a volume hidden in the exhibition space. This hidden volume allows a proposal on 
what could constitute the margin of political power to be formulated.

This piece uses the museum as a model.
The notion of the ‘white cube’ (a neutral space, disconnected from reality but paradoxically trying to recreate it within) is 
used literally here; the museum works as a 1:1 scale model in which the viewer are moving.

Playing on the definition that says that conceptual art is text, this piece uses prescriptive language to formulate a thesis 
that is only a matter of perception and cannot be proven, thus formulating a critique of this very language and leaving 
the viewer facing a mental image.

Exhibition view: 2014, Esercizio sullo stato attuale / Exercise in the Present State, Museo Cantonale d’Arte Lugano, 
Lugano, CH
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Exhibition views 1st Room: 2014, Esercizio sullo stato attuale / Exercise in the Present State, Museo cantonale d’Arte 
Lugano, Lugano, CH
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1 = FIRST ROOM

A straight line
A unit of measure of length 1A

A one-dimensional representation of the First Room

A standard tool
A norm

A convention that establishes a system 
An executive power that decides the application of a policy

1A

Visualisation

Representation

Defi nition
of political power

- A system of visualisation of the First Room in one-, two- and three dimensions:
 Straight line / Surface / Volume

- A system of representation:
 Norm / Plan / Model

- A ternary division of political power:
 Executive power / Judicial power / Legislative power

1A + 1B + 1C

1ABC = FIRST ROOM: a visualisation that represents political power

A surface
A planar projection of 1A

A two-dimensional representation of the First Room

A map
A plan 
    
An authority determined by the convention established in 1A

A judiciary power that applies and interprets the law and penalises its 
non-observance

1B

Visualisation

Representation

Defi nition
of political power

A volume
A volumetric projection of 1A and 1B

A three-dimensional modelling of the First Room

A mock-up in 1:1 scale
A model

An authority interdependent from the convention established in 1A

A legislative power that controls 1A and has the competence to enact the laws

1C

Visualisation

Representation

   
Defi nition
of political power
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Title Card 1st Room
2014, Esercizio sullo stato attuale / Exercise in the Present State, Museo Cantonale d’Arte Lugano, Lugano, CH
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Exhibition views 2nd Room: 2014, Esercizio sullo stato attuale / Exercise in the Present State, Museo Cantonale d’Arte 
Lugano, Lugano, CH



2 = SECOND ROOM

A straight line made up of two adjacent segments of 1A length
1A serves as a unit of measurement for 2A (1A x 2 = 2A)

1A determines 2A

1A is included in 2A

1A can represent 2A and vice versa

2A is a government whose operation is based on the convention 1A, 
the executive power

2A

Visualisation

Representation

Exercise
of political power

- A system of visualisation of the Second Room in one-, two- and three dimensions:
 A straight line made up of two same segments / Two superimposed surfaces / Two volumes inserted 
 in one another

- A system of representation:
 Functional / Partial / Partial

- A ternary division of political power:
 Government / Partisan base / Citizen base

2A + 2B + 2C

2ABC = SECOND ROOM: a visualisation that represents the exercise of political power

A surface that contains the 1B surface
1B cannot serve as a unit of measurement for 2B (1B x 2 ≠ 2B)

1B is included in 2B

1B is partially represented by 2B 
    
2B is a partisan base that includes 1B, the judiciary power, goes beyond it and 
aspires to influence its functioning

2B

Visualisation

Representation

Exercise
of political power

A volume that contains the 1C volume
1C cannot serve as a unit of measure for 2C (1C x 2 ≠ 2C)

1C is included in 2C

1C is partially representative of 2C

2C is a citizen base that incorporates 1C, the legislative power, goes beyond it and 
aspires to influence its functioning

2C

Visualisation

Representation

   
Exercise
of political power

This volume is obtained by subtracting the volume of the First Room from the 
volume of the Second Room ( 2C - 1C = 2D).
This volume clearly evidences the difference between 1ABC, power, and 2ABC, 
the reality of its exercise.
This volume could be placed in the fourth dimension.
This dimension accumulates the properties of one-, two- and three-dimensional 
spaces, adding the notion of time, duration and movement. It offers a possibility of 
experience in terms of sensation and speculation.

2D is not represented by 1ABC, nor is it representative of 2ABC even if it unfolds itself 
in the same space than the latter.

1ABC and 2ABC produce a volume that results from their relations.
This volume is always present between 1ABC and 2ABC but is rarely visible.
It is a hidden volume that represents the margins of political power.
These margins might be formed by two different entities.
On the one hand by a Marginal Majority that is an entity kept in the margins of 
1ABC. This Marginal Majority has no access to any kind of representation and its 
influence is being ignored.
On the other hand by a Dominant Minority that is an entity that keeps itself in the 
margins of 1ABC. This Dominant Minority evades representation and political 
regulations.
This Dominant Minority has the ability to influence the levels A, B and C.
Its scope is beyond measure.

2D

Visualisation

Representation

Exercise
of political power
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Title Card 2nd Room
2014, Esercizio sullo stato attuale / Exercise in the Present State, Museo Cantonale d’Arte Lugano, Lugano, CH



How else?
2014
Black ink pen on 270 g ZERKALL-BÜTTEN paper, hand-written
Frame 48.8 × 36.5 cm



Dall’ apice al fondo (e viceversa)
2014
Engraved metal nameplate

This title, which could be translated as “From Top to Bottom (and Vice Versa)’’, was conceived as the title of the exhibition 
organised by the artist Philip Kremer in the off-space Apice for Artists in Amsterdam.

Exhibition views: 2014 , Dall’ apice al fondo (e viceversa), Apice for Artists, Amsterdam, NL



Sharp Dressed Woman 
2014
Semi-baroque white freshwater pearl, pierced
Dropped in a textile store

Sharp Dressed Woman 
2014
Semi-baroque white freshwater pearl, pierced
Dropped in a garage

A pearl is dropped in an exhibition and the caption accompanying it mentions the former allocation of the space (if 
existing).
In the context of the exhibition Here and Now. Und die Ferne wird zur Nähe, held simultaneously in two venues of 
Zurich (Perla-Mode and Winterhalder-Areal), a pearl was dropped in each space and the title mentioned in one 
location referred to the other one.

Exhibition views: 2014, Here and Now. Und die Ferne wird zur Nähe, Perla-Mode and Winterhalder-Areal, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Tobias Siebrecht



Geld und Glück
2013
20€ Banknote und falsche 20€ Banknote
Plastik Kuvert, je 9,5 × 15 cm

Both bank notes are mounted on the wall at conventional display height, each in a different room of the exhibition space.

Exhibition view: 2013, 0 Performance – The Fragile Beauty of Crisis, 5. Moscow Biennale of Contemporary Art, Moscow, RU



AP
2012
Rubber stamp and blue ink
Approx. 4 × 3 cm

«AP» is the abbreviation for «Artist’s Proof».
The imprint of the artist’s right thumb is reproduced on an ink stamp and applied directly on the wall of the exhibition 
space.
The reproducibility of this proof of identity cancels its value of authenticity, questioning the validity of the authorship of 
the art piece and making the value of the latter questionable as well. 
The wall is a blank page that the artist appropriates by applying its mark, or, conversely, is a space that validates the 
artwork and per extension its author.

Exhibition views: 2015, Bern Baby Bern, Kunstmuseum Thun, CH
Photographic credits: David Aebi



Transposition¹ (schema to be applied on the floor plan of the exhibition context)
2012 
A private distance for embracing, touching or whispering close phase 15 cm / far phase 15 to 46 cm 
B personal distance for interacting among friends and family close phase 46 to 76 cm / far phase 76 to 120 cm 
C social distance for interacting among acquaintances close phase 120 to 210 cm / far phase 210 to 370 cm 
D public distance for interacting with unknown close phase 370 to 760 cm / far phase 760 cm and more
Inkjet print on 80 g A4 copy paper
— 
1 Reversing A, B, C and D in the aforementioned theory, the public sphere would be reduced to the private one. It would become an informal and 
portable perimeter carried along by the individual as unique holder of the capacity to create public space.

Exhibition view: 2012, Booth 5, Kunst Zurich, with Barbara Seiler Gallery, CH
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Transposition¹
2014 
A private distance for embracing, touching or whispering close phase 15 cm / far phase 15 to 46 cm 
B personal distance for interacting among friends and family close phase 46 to 76 cm / far phase 76 to 120 cm 
C social distance for interacting among acquaintances close phase 120 to 210 cm / far phase 210 to 370 cm 
D public distance for interacting with strangers close phase 370 to 760 cm / far phase over 760 cm 
Metal plate 28 × 40 cm
Cement base 40 × 46 × 34 cm
— 
1  Reversing A, B, C and D in the aforementioned theory, the public sphere would be reduced to the private one. It would  become an informal and 

portable perimeter carried along by the individual as unique bearer of the capacity to create public space.

Exhibition views: 2014, Kunst & öffentliche Raum, Tessinerplatz, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Cedric Eisenring



White between the Darlings
2014
Museum shop postcards
Twenty frames with passe-partout, 70 × 50 cm

This series is constituted of twenty pairs of postcards mounted in white passe-partout and framed.
Each frame is accompanied by a caption composed of the title of the series, a subtitle and the reproduction of the back 
of the two postcards it reunites.

Exhibition views: 2014, White between the Darlings , Barbara Seiler Gallery, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger
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White between the Darlings [Modernist Romance]
2014
Museum shop postcards
LAS VEGAS, c.1965-68. PHOTOGRAPH BY WILLIAM EGGELSTON
© THE EGGELSTONARTISTIC TRUST. COURTESY CHEIM & READ, NEW YORK
-
BARNETT NEWMAM 1905-1970
de poort
the gate
la porte
das tor
1954 – 236 x 192 x 5 cm
collection stedelijk museum amsterdam
edition and colour-correction stedelijk museum amsterdam © b.newman 1954
Frame with passe-partout, 70 × 50 cm

Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger
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Six frames from the series, left to right:

White between the Darlings [The Postman Always Rings Twice]

White between the Darlings [Fundamental Pop]

White between the Darlings [Swiss Almanac, detail]

White between the Darlings [Only the Lonely]

White between the Darlings [High Noon]

White between the Darlings [Luxury Problem]

Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger
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Urgency
2013
Three times a day

The alarm system of a museum goes off then stops twenty seconds after it is set off.

Exhibition view: 2013, 0 Performance – The Fragile Beauty of Crisis, The New Manege, Moscow Biennale, RS



Sum¹   Index VI
2012
Black adhesive vinyl lettering on notebook page
Aluminium frame 31 x 22.3 cm
–—
1 “What’s left after what one isn’t taken away is what one is.” Diane Arbus’ Notebook (No.I), 1959



IF¹   Index V
2012
Letraset on grey A4 paper
Aluminium frame 31 x 22.3 cm
—
1 After Pierre Bourdieu’s description of the role of the investigator who should be able “to put him- or herself in the 
place in thought” of the investigated.



[…] having always preferred the kitchen to the living room…¹   Index IV
2012
1:50 architectural model parts in metric scale 1:50 glued on card and spray paint 
Aluminium frame 31 x 22.3 cm
—
1 After Niklaus Meienberg, Reportagen aus der Schweiz, 1974



The Receptionist
2012
Site-specific installation

This installation was realised at SECONDRoom, an off-space in Antwerp.
Located in a former coffee-roasting plant, SECONDRoom used the glass cubicle that once was the reception desk of 
the firm as an exhibition space.

Exhibition views: 2012, The Receptionist, SECONDRoom, Antwerp, BE



OUT 
2012 
Sent message 
Dimensions variable 

Exhibition views: 2012, 1 + 7 = 1 , Barbara Seiler Gallery, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger



Shredded Paper 
2012 
Five Inkjet prints on 80 g A4 copy paper
Frame 80 × 100 cm

This piece is the result of an unsuccessful attempt aiming to obtain rests of shredded documents from a hedge fund 
based in Switzerland. 

What is finally exhibited is the correspondence between the fund and the artist under the title Shredded Paper.
This title could have applied to the unrealised piece as it fits the existing one, considering that these A4 pages are part 
of the documents intended to the shredder anyway.
The answers given by the hedge fund prove to be, in their terseness, very representative of this kind of organisations 
which, not being endorsed by any tradition and having a more than random life expectancy, does not feel obliged to 
abide by the rules of politeness (as opposed to a bank for instance, which would have answered in a far more official 
manner).
Then again, their offhandedness is certainly comparable to the nonchalance with which many institutions and actors of 
the art world answer the request of artists.

Excerpt of the letter sent to the fund: “[...] could the hedge fund be considered as an elusive creator or « maker » (like 
an artist), building interactions that sometimes feel hard to perceive for the general public (like a piece of art), using 
more or less exclusive actors in order to produce sense or value?”

Moreover, far from wanting to “stage” unilateral criticism of the economic world, this piece aims to “tickle” the symbolic 
links uniting two worlds that are associated with luxury -art and finance-. The criticism addresses then the privileged 
relationships ruling each of these two platforms and making them look similar in their structure.

Excerpt of the letter sent to the fund: “This piece of work would address some of the myths circulating in the artistic 
scene. For example, the idea that the artist, not being driven by greed, ethically stands above the fray. Or the implicit 
assumption in the functioning of the art world stipulating that “what has no price” has value.”

Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger



Working Title*
2012
Helvetica LT Std Bold Italic 
25% grey adhesive vinyl lettering
Height 120 cm

* ”Working Title” is an idiomatic expression that appears in italics and in brackets after the title of a work in process.

Exhibition view: 2012, Unter uns, Parmi nous, Tra noi, Architecture Museum Basel, Basel, CH

Working Title
2012
Helvetica LT Std Bold Italic 
Translucent adhesive vinyl lettering
Height 100 cm 
 
Exhibition view: 2012, Unter uns, Parmi nous, Tra noi, ETH Zurich, CH
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Working Title
2015
Areal Grotesque Italic
Matt black adhesive vinyl lettering
Height 150 cm 

Working Title
2015
Areal Grotesque Italic, 56 pt, 1296 pt, 100% black, Offset print on F4/A2 Blue-back poster paper, 115 gm2

Exhibition view: 2015, Working Title, Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, St. Gallen, CH
Photography credit: Stefan Rohner
Poster: edition fink 



Daylight Film 
2012 
68% UV protective adhesive foil
Dimensions variable

An anti-UV film is applied to the windows of the exhibition space, as sometimes done in museums to protect the art-
works.
Seen from the inside, this film dims the exterior vision with a light tint and reflects the images of the viewers. This mirror 
effect intensifies on both sides of the window as the exterior light density decreases, closing the space on itself.

Exhibition views: 2012, 1 + 7 = 1, Barbara Seiler Gallery, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger
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Daylight Film
2017 
99% anti-UV adhesive film 
Dimensions variable 

Exhibition views: 2017, (un)specifics, Marion De Canière Art Space, Antwerp, BE
Photographic credits: Tomas Uyttendaele



Delayed
2012
Tally counter approx. 5Ø × 3 cm

Exhibition views: 2015, Nothing, really, Stadtgalerie Bern, Bern, CH
Photographic credits: David Aebi



Primary Kit
2012
Architectural model sections in polystyrene, tape, magnets, magnetic paint
Each cube approx. 240 × 145 cm

Five cubic structures made of nine elements of a constant length of a meter are placed on the wall. Industrial ready-
mades, these white polystyrene sections are used in architectural model building and are casted in three different 
shapes: round, triangle and square. 
The three primary colours are applied to the back of the sections, following a method developed after the theories of 
the colours and forms developed by masters of the Bauhaus such as Vassily Kandinski and Johannes Itten: the round 
is blue, the triangle yellow and the square red.
These structures float at five millimetres from the wall to which they are magnetised, creating as many perfect white 
cubes with coloured halo.
This mobile hanging induce the idea of a plastic game always changeable, at the image of pawns to freely place on 
the board of art history, completing a literal relation with the designation bau-haus.

Exhibition views: 2012, La jeunesse est un art, Kunsthaus Aarau, Aarau, CH



Additional Fact-Finding on Immaterial Relations
2012
AA = the artist and his/her standpoint
BB = the artwork and its standpoint
CC = the viewer and his/her standpoint¹
Three aluminium markers
18.5 × 11.5 × 12 cm each
_
1 Premise: AA cannot ignore that the distinguishing feature of his/her point of view is to be a point of view (BB) on a point of view (CC).

Exhibition views: 2012, 1 + 7 = 1, Barbara Seiler Gallery, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger



Ruler
2012
Half-white half-black hair
Acrylic container 2 × 50 × 2.5 cm

A half-white half-black hair is stretched in an acrylic container and functions as a measuring tool for an individual’s life 
span. 
Fifty centimetres for a hundred years; fifty centimetres divided in two times 50 years again.

Mounted horizontally on the wall, this ruler starts with white to end up with black, prioritising the physiological chronol-
ogy over the reading direction. This position encourages to mentally tipping the object over its central axis, placing it in 
a state of constant inversion that establishes an analogy with the two antagonistic components of a life that facts and 
fiction are.

Exhibition views: 2012, Two Works Dolores / Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam, NL



L’insurrection qui vient¹
2011
Encre, estimation du volume nécessaire à l’impression d’un exemplaire du livre
2,5 × 2,5 × 2,5 cm
_
1 L’insurrection qui vient a été écrit par Le Comité Invisible et publié anonymement en 2007 par la maison d’édition française La 
Fabrique. Cet essai anarchiste formule des hypothèses sur la chute de la culture capitaliste. Vues par les auteur-e-s comme significa-
tives d’un changement dans la façon de mener une lutte sociale, les émeutes françaises de 2005 servent dans leur analyse d’axe à 
une critique radicale de la société occidentale.
Attribué aux Neuf de Tarnac par la police française, ce livre a été considéré comme un écrit terroriste de l’ultra gauche. L’incrimination 
des Neuf de Tarnac et leur lien supposé avec ce livre a soulevé une énorme polémique politique en France.



8 out of 20
2011
HD, 16:9, 5' 32'' colour video loop on monitor, without sound

A static camera is positioned above a playground.
A young man enters the frame and the camera records his actions until he exits it.
The title of this piece is a tally of the number of times he shoots at the goal and scores and the number of times he 
misses his target.

Still, exhibition view: 2011, Open 2011, Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten, Amsterdam, NL
Photographic credits: Willem Vermaase



Theory of Practice   Index III
2011
Ballpoint pen on 80 g A4 copy paper
Simultaneously writing with the left hand towards right and with the right hand towards left
Aluminium frame 31 × 22.3 cm



How to Kill Time   Index II
2011
Postcard sleeve from the Walther König’s bookstore & magnet
Aluminium frame 31 × 22.3 cm



Implex   Index I
2011
Stained A4 craft paper
Aluminium frame 31 × 22.3 cm



Propaganda
2011
Limits of an A0 format
Stack of poster paper

Exhibition views: 2011, Open 2011, Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten, Amsterdam, NL
Photographic credits: Willem Vermaase



What it Does
2011
Glossy white adhesive vinyl lettering
Approx. 85 × 36 cm

Exhibition views 2012, 1 + 7 = 1, Barbara Seiler Gallery, Zurich, CH
Photographic credits: Stefan Altenburger



Stumble
2011
Spray paint and fat on found craft paper
Frame 61 × 86.7 cm



Bankruptcy Posters
2011
Four silkscreen prints on A3 card

This edition was exhibited at Deuxpiece, an off-space in Basel.
During the opening, the edition was displayed on the floor, at the disposal of the visitors. 
A frame was left empty on the whitened window of the exhibition space.
After the opening, the German edition of Bankruptcy Posters was placed in this frame and the space remained closed 
for the duration of the exhibition.
This work was then exhibited as an installation featuring a poster in accordance with to the linguistic context.

Exhibition views: 2011, Edition, Deuxpiece, Basel, CH / 2013, Closed Because of the Goings-On, Galerie Dunkan 
Hourdequin, Paris, FR



Theory of Practice (Index II)
2011
Ballpoint pen on 80gr A4 copy paper 
Simultaneously writing with the left hand towards right 
and with the right hand towards left
Frame 31 × 22.3 cm

Index   (I - ∞)
2011 - 
Index is an ongoing work that - without developing a linear indexa-
tion of concepts - allows note to be taken of ideas.
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Implex   (Index I)
2011
Stained A4 craft paper
Frame 31 × 22.3 cm

How to Kill Time   (Index III)
2011
Postcard sleeve, magnet
Frame 31 × 22.3 cm



[…] having always preferred the kitchen to the living room […] ¹ 
(Index IV)
2012
1:50 architectural model parts in polystyrene, spray paint, A4 card 
Frame 31 × 22.3 cm
—
1 After Niklaus Meienberg, Reportagen aus der Schweiz, 1974

IF¹   (Index V)
2012
Letraset on A4 craft paper
Frame 31 × 22.3 cm
—
1  After Pierre Bourdieu’s description of the role of the investigator who should be 
able “to put him- or herself in the place in thought” of the investigated.

Sum¹   (Index VI)
2012
Adhesive letters on notebook page, A4 paper
Frame 31 × 22.3 cm
—
1 “What’s left after what one isn’t is taken away is what one is.” Diane Arbus’ 
Notebook (No. I), 1959
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LOCATION ITINERARY MOVEMENT   Index VII
2017
Pencil in RGB colours on 90gr A4 tracing paper
Frame 59.4 × 42 cm

USED   Index VIII 
2017 
Barcode sticker 
Frame 42 × 29.7 cm

Document Index X
2017
Hygenic bag from Kunsthalle Bern
Frame 59.4 × 42 cm
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They
2010
Ford Lincoln Town Car, Executive Series

This car was found in the Port of Antwerp. Koffie Natie, an import-export coffee company, discovered it in its basin during 
a manoeuvre, extracted it and stored it in a car park.
The body of the car showed clear traces of immersion while its blue leather interior was new.

The car has been exhibited on the ground of the Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten in Amsterdam during the open 
days of 2010.
Failing to store or sell the car as an art piece, it was traded to a small-time crook after the exhibition.

Image
2010, Koffie Natie, Port of Antwerp, BE

Exhibition view: 2010, Open 2010, Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten, Amsterdam, NL
Photographic credits: Willem Vermaase



Non-Specific Target
2010
HD, 16:9, 6'24'' colour video loop without sound

A camera attached to a mechanism built as a reversed Panopticon turns around a figure.
In a setting that evokes a model, a woman alternates between violent diatribe and impassive calm. The act is con-
trolled and as if timed by the circular movement of the camera moving at constant distance.
The loop closes on a white frame of thirteen seconds, representing one rotation of the camera, and starts again.

Stills



The Curators
Annaïk Lou Pitteloud & Steve Van den Bosch
2009
9' colour digital slideshow loop projection / HD, 16:9, 16' colour video loop projection, stereo

A video loop and a slideshow loop show a public symposium on the subject of curating held at an art institution.
The symposium appears to be taking place in an exhibition. Ironically, this exhibition proves to be only a simulation whose 
purpose is to act as a support for verbal discourse.

The huge monochromes punctuating the space, for instance, are not artworks but panels muffling the acoustic rever-
beration. The adhesive wall texts are neither conceptual text pieces nor museological explanations, but quotations from 
the history of curating. Omnipresent potted plants further amplify the ambiguity of the decor. 
As such, these presences deliberately guarantee the ‘visuality’ of the event by using the image of an exhibition as a 
backdrop.

The photographs of the digital slideshow are as constructed as the setting of the symposium: they formally refer to the 
genre of objective photography but are in fact carefully constructed photomontages.
Much like the facade of the symposium, these images literally function as masks that only performe their own visibility.

Alongside these slides, a video projection with sound takes the spectator through the symposium. 
At first glance this video seems to provide first-hand documentation of the event. This impression is quickly contradicted 
by the increasing clumsiness of the film and the diffuse sound fragments recorded in the corridors and on the podiums 
of the symposium. The ensuing confusion attests more to the subjective involvement of the film-makers than to the event 
itself. 

The camera moves through the crowd and seems to constantly miss its target, producing a visual and rhetorical implo-
sion with persistent amateur precision.

Exhibition view, stills from the slideshow and video: 2009, The Conspiracy, Kunsthalle Bern, Bern, CH


